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Model Number: 000-163-035

US Products Evolution CSW-16 inch 6 jet 2in pipe Carpet Cleaning Plastic Wand AW98 

000-163-035  CSW-16

Manufacturer: US Products

    
        
             								EVOLUTION 16" TM AW98  000-163-035  CSW-16
             								Superior Carpet Wand Performance for Truckmounts
             
        
        
            
            
        
        
            When designing a new  								product, we look at how our product can help our
 								customers perform better and be more efficient.   								The Evolution carpet
wand's innovative design helped to  								increase the performance of our portable
carpet  								extractors, so the next logical step was to  								create the Evolution TM
designed specifically  								for use with truckmounts.
             
        
        
            Customer input has  								always been important to us in the design phase 
								of a product.   								We let several  								professional carpet cleaners and testing 
								facilities use this new  								carpet wand for many hours so we could gain
valuable  								incite in the final design of this new  								carpet wand.
            The Evolution TM was designed using  								the same laminar  								airflow
design as the original, only in a  								bigger model of wand made specifically to work 
								with truckmount cleaning systems.
            Using a 2" vacuum tube, this wand  								connects directly to the 2" vacuum
hose of most  								truckmounts with no need for reducing couplers  								that limit
performance.  A wide 16" head  								helps to increase productivity by covering more 
								square feet per hour.  At only 8.8 lbs, the  								Evolution TM helps to reduce
fatigue on the  								cleaning technician
            
        
    

  The custom glide holder is rotationally molded  								into the head for an airtight fit of
the custom  								glide that provides smooth operation on nearly any type of 
								carpeted surface.  Most importantly, the  								laminar air flow design delivers
superior water  								recovery by streamlining airflow and 6 spray  								jets provide
optimum coverage and cleaning  								power.
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U.S. Products takes carpet wand design to the next level with the Evolution.
The Evolution carpet wand is light, durable, and more efficient than any other wand
on the market today! Through scientific testing, the Evolution was designed to smooth
airflow and boost water recovery performance. The rotationally molded head and
aircraft aluminum tube combine to make a carpet wand that is about half the weight of
most stainless steel carpet wands. Replaceable air tight Delrin&reg; acetal glide and
ergonomic design allow effortless glide across any type of carpet.

 Download a Brochure 

http://www.carpetextractors.com/carpet-extractor-tools/carpet-wands/carpet-extraction
-wand-w-6-jets.html
-->

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 11 February, 2010
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